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As a leader, talk is cheap. Action is what counts and practice makes a difference. Below are 
practical steps to improve performance.     

• Identify the most important tactical elements of your strategic plan, then find and meet 
with the key people in your company who can provide you with data to execute them 
strategically and intelligently. Maybe it’s hiring to get the right people into the right seats 
of the company. Perhaps it’s a product development or launch. Or maybe it’s a revenue 
target that positions you for future growth. Whatever these might be, if they’re the most 
important tactical elements of your strategic plan, you don’t want to wing it or make 
decisions solely from the gut. Therefore, once you’ve identified the most important 
tactical elements of your strategic plan, find and meet with those in the organization who 
have access to and can provide you with the right data to execute successfully. Find out if 
you have enough information already collected to give you greater clarity. Are there data 
points from the data itself that you can be provided regularly? Your goal should be to 
make sure the picture you’re seeing is an actual picture that’s going to be delivered to 
you. 
 

• Talk to your customers! If anything characterizes the present day, it’s constant change 
and uncertainty. The best way to gather data during the uncertainty is by getting close to 
your customers. What are they seeing? What is impacting them? What do they need more 
of or less of from you? The data you gather from customers will help you adjust internally 
to better meet their needs and respond to uncertainty. 
 

• Meet your people where they’re at. Don’t let your title or office be a barrier to 
connection with your employees. Just like you can gather valuable data from your 
customers, your employees are a wealth of information waiting to share it with you if you 
engage and talk with them. But it’ll likely require you seeking them out, meeting them 
where they’re at rather than waiting for them to come to you since many employees are 
hesitant to approach senior leaders. 
 

• Learn about AI. Artificial Intelligence is here and shaping business today and for the 
future. Spend time learning more about it and how it might impact your business, the 
industry, your customers, and the markets you operate in. How are your competitors 
using it? What will it replace in the future that you do today, and how will you prepare for 
that now? 
 

• Know your role and why you’re there. Are you a tactical CEO? The Visionary? More 
strategic? Are you trying to grow or sell the company? Are you in acquisition mode? It’s  
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important to know your role and what you’re there to accomplish because it’ll heavily 
influence the data you need to collect and how you should view and use it. 
 

• Understand who you are as a company together. Your organization is made up of many 
moving parts with teams working together to create something bigger than themselves. 
Having a clear understanding of this and who you are collectively is important to create a 
great culture and attract & retain top talent. 
 

• You have 2 ears and only 1 mouth for a reason. You’ve heard this plenty of times before 
today, yet many CEOs and Senior Leaders still struggle to listen more than they speak. We 
know this because the employees are saying so, many of whom are changing jobs because 
they just don’t feel heard. Listening is foundational not only to creating a high performing 
organization, but also to the discipline of data collection. Get out there and listen if you 
hope to make better data-driven decisions. 
 

• Work harder to retain your people. You’re already likely implementing retention 
strategies aimed at holding on to your employees, but the advice here is to up your efforts 
to improve retention beyond what you have today. The cost of an open seat is high, and 
there’s more data out there than ever for your employees to read about great companies 
and great cultures. Do what you need to do to hold on to the employees you have for 
continuity of operations and culture, and blend data analysis with your gut to make better 
decisions specifically aimed at retaining your employees. 
 

• As the CEO, create a round-table culture rather than a square or rectangular one. What 
exactly do we mean by this? Well, round tables convey we’re all on the same team, that 
no one sits on a throne or at the head of the table. At a round table, you’re only part of 
the discussion, not leading it as the most important person in the room. If you want to 
gather more data for better decision-making, try creating a round-table approach to 
leadership and problem solving. 
 

• Pay attention to 3 very important things. As Desh Urs, Founder and CEO at iBridge told us 
in this episode, there are 3 very important aspects of business you need to be paying 
attention to. The first is the government, so pay your taxes and do what needs to be done 
to stay on the right side of the law. The second is your people, so engage them, ask 
questions and listen to their answers, all of which provide data for you to include in your 
tactical and strategic decision-making. And the third is your clients who, as we’ve said 
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already in this Let’s Get Practical, can be a wealth of information if you engage them and 
listen to their stories. 
 

• Remember that the people in your organization aren’t cogs, they’re human beings. This 
one’s easy to lose sight of in the bustle of your work and the pressures to deliver, but 
don’t ever mistake your people for anything less than the complex human beings they are. 
Understand this, respect it and consider what it means for the culture you have and the 
one you want to create. 
 

• Make sure you’re building for a generation that looks very different from your own. We 
heard this way back in Episode 10 with futurist Ben Pring. Don’t fall into the trap of 
developing products and services for people who look and sound just like you do, but 
rather with an innovative eye toward future generations. If you’re building for right now, 
it won’t be long before you’re out of business. 
 

• New Employee Integration is as important, if not moreso, than the onboarding process. 
Most onboarding programs end anywhere from a few days to a month into a new 
employee’s tenure with the company, falsely assuming the employee is now ‘good’ and 
able to contribute. But great organizations understand that integration of new employees 
into the culture can take several months to a year. Onboarding just offers the 
fundamentals new employees need to perform, but integration incorporates them into 
the culture and the DNA fabric of the company, setting them up for greater work success 
and longer retention to the company. 
 

• Data from the mouths of customers and employees is just as valuable as the data in 
your databases and repositories. Our first thought when it comes to data is spreadsheets, 
documents and presentations, but how often do you remember that the thoughts, ideas 
and opinions of employees and customers is also data, and can be as useful when making 
data-driven decisions? If you haven’t noticed the theme here, we’re basically saying you 
need to get out and talk to your people and your customers more than you likely have 
been. Human data is extraordinarily valuable and often provides a competitive edge. 
 

• Good decision-making involves trusting your gut and instincts as much as the data. As 
Desh told us, technology is there to aid you, and information is there to support the 
decisions you want to make, but don’t forget to lean on your own innate intelligence and 
instincts. Sometimes, that means you have to disregard a data set to accomplish that. 
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• Using data as a strategic asset requires poking the data really hard. It’s critical to ask 

‘who?’, ‘what?’ and ‘why?’ when analyzing data. Don’t accept anything at face value, but 
rather dive deep to understand the why behind the data and the information contained in 
it. And consider trying to invalidate the data rather than prove its accuracy to remove 
your own bias from the analysis. Try asking different questions in different ways down 
through your teams to validate or invalidate the data. Skipping the step of poking hard at 
the data only leads to mistakes and poor decisions exposed by bad data. 
 

• Get good at discerning the difference between data and noise. Decision-making is a 
critical function of your job, so do the hard work to enhance your skills at distilling data 
from the noise, asking probing questions to validate or invalidate the data, mining it for 
information, and then ultimately using that to make better data-driven decisions. Like 
every other skill, you will improve the more you do it, so follow the steps outlined above 
to gather and include more data in your tactical and strategic decision-making. It’s the 
only way to improve. 

 
 
 
 

To listen to this Episode again and tune in to episodes that you may have missed, go to 
http://www.thefrustratedceo.com/. 


